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To: Richard Boaz  
Donna Bausch  
Alva Stone  

Date: 29 November 1995  

From: Rhea Ballard-Thrower  

Re: SEALL Bios in the *Southeastern Law Librarian*  

Please read the attached e-mail notes, so you can get an idea of what is going on behind your backs. Just wanted you to be aware of what happened.  

Jim Heller suggested that we insert a copy of Donna’s bio in the next issue of *The Southeastern Law Librarian*. I have to check with the editor, Mary McCormick to see if it can be done. Otherwise, I’m just going to post the bios on the new SEALL listserv and of course, include the full bios with the ballots. Sorry for the mix-up. FYI...
From: Rhea Ballard  
To: executive  
Subject: SEALL Biographical Info  

Joyce, Jim and Carol:

Mary McCormick and I tried to be creative this time and put the SEALL bios in the upcoming SEALL newsletter. (These are the candidate bios.) We only included information about SEALL activities. A complete copy of the bios will still be included with the ballots, but Mary said she had extra room in the newsletter, so we added them to the upcoming issue. Anyway, Mary told me today that we had a problem. When I sent the file electronically, not all of the information transferred, so Mary did not get Donna Bausch's bio. Thus, Donna's bio did not get printed in the newsletter, but Alva's did! (The Secretary candidate bios were fine.) Of course, all of this has already gone to the printer. My concern is that some folks will read the Newsletter and think that Alva is the ONLY candidate for VP/Pres-Elect. Sorry for this problem. Mary and I thought we had a good idea. Anyway, I wanted you to be aware of what happened in case there are any questions. I'm going to post a note on the SEALL list, so folks will know that Donna is still running for office. FYI...

* Rhea
Hi SEALL members:

The candidate bios for those running for SEALL '96 offices will be printed in the next issue of the "Southeastern Law Librarian." Please note that the bios are "abridged" versions in that only SEALL activities were printed. (Complete bios will be included with your election ballots.) Also, please be aware that Donna Bausch's bio was inadvertently left out, but she is STILL a candidate for Vice-President/President-Elect. The candidates for office are:

Donna Bausch, Vice-President/President-Elect
Alva Stone, Vice-President/President-Elect
Ann Atwater, Secretary
Connie Matzen, Secretary

Sincerely, your current Secretary,

Rhea Ballard-Thrower
Georgia State University Law Library
P.O. Box 4008
Atlanta, GA 30302-4008
(404) 651-4148
lawrab@gsusgi2.gsu.edu